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Joseph arrived in Jerusalem at the end of the second day after leaving the new 

prophet’s camp. He was saddle-weary and out of temper. He hoped to reach his house 

in the city without attracting attention, but soon realised that in a place like Jerusalem, 

no one came or went unnoticed. He was barely bathed and changed out of his travel-

stained clothing, when a visitor was announced, who requested an audience with him. It

was at such times that he regretted the formalities associated with being a Prince of 

Judaea - others would have requested a conversation, this one wanted an audience! He

was on the point of refusing - he needed some peace and quiet to decide on his next 

move, when the servant added - almost as an afterthought.

“It is the Lord Nicodemus, my lord Joseph.”

That was a different matter! Joseph sat upright from his reclining position. He didn’t 

know Nicodemus all that well, although they shared membership of the Sanhedrin - but 

his request for an ‘audience’ was no doubt connected with the High Council.

“Let him enter - and bring refreshments!”

The servant bowed and retreated. He returned a moment later, preceding the visitor. 

Joseph rose to greet the old man - he looked what he was - a scholar - a doctor of the 

Law - a member of the High Council.

“You honour me by receiving me without an appointment, Lord Joseph.”

Joseph answered automatically.

“You honour my house by your presence within it, Lord Nicodemus.”

The niceties observed, together with the comfortable seating of the guest and the 

provision of refreshments - laid the way clear to get down to the purpose of the surprise 

visitation. The old man was in no hurry.



“I am all the more gratified that you could spare the time to see me, knowing that you 

have just returned from a long journey.”

Joseph answered smoothly.

“I’m surprised that my coming and going is so well observed.”

Nicodemus nodded absently.

“You are an important man in Israel, my lord - and a respected member of the 

Sanhedrin.”

Joseph responded a little tartly.

“Despite my youth, Lord Nicodemus?”

The old man smiled slightly.

“Youth is an illness cured over time!”

Joseph joined in the polite murmur of laughter.

“You must not think, because of your youth, that you are not valued on the Council, 

Joseph. Your contributions to our debates and decisions are well received.”

“I am gratified.”

Nicodemus eyed him steadily.

“You are also troubled, I think.”

It was an invitation to bare his soul - Joseph considered it - why not!?

“You are observant. Yes, I am troubled - and you are correct - I have ridden long and 

hard.”

Nicodemus nodded slowly.

“From the camp of the new prophet, Jesus!”

Joseph stared at him speculatively.

“You are extremely well informed, Nicodemus - or am I to understand that my 

movements are under observation by the High Council?”

“Not at all, Joseph! You must understand that the new prophet is exciting attention from 

the Sanhedrin, who ensure that some of our eager students of the Law are sent to 



follow this man from one place to the other. One such man returned yesterday to 

Jerusalem, and in so doing, casually mentioned that you had been present at the camp,

 two days ago. That is all - nothing more and nothing less.”

Joseph stared into the old man’s eyes and so no reason to doubt him. Nicodemus 

wasn’t known for his duplicity.

“I had a particular reason for visiting the camp of the prophet - which concerns my sister

 Rebecca. I had reason to believe she was visiting the camp looking for Joanna, the 

wife of Chuza.”

“Nicodemus’ eyes widened momentarily. He murmured.

“I had no idea Chuza’s wife was a follower of this man.”

“Didn’t one of your young men remark on it when they returned!?

Joseph couldn’t resist the jibe. Nicodemus shook his head.

“Their concern is to find the basis of this man’s teaching - and his unquestioned ability 

to heal all manner of ailments - not to look for the wife of Herod’s steward.”

“And - have they found the basis for these teachings and abilities?”

Nicodemus shook his head slowly.

“I think not, they declare themselves unable to fault him on the points of the Law, no 

matter how obscure the subject they try to discuss. He is extremely well versed in 

these matters, so much so, that it’s hard to believe that he hasn’t had some sort of 

intense training - but not one of our schools can claim to have tutored him.”

“I heard some of his teachings during my time at the camp.”

Nicodemus looked suddenly eager.

“Then, you’ve spoken with him?”

Joseph shook his head.

“I sat at a fire with a story-teller, who told some newcomers some of the things he had 

heard and seen.”

Nicodemus laughed softly.



“By some chance, would his name be Nebet?”

Joseph answered cautiously.

“I think I heard the name mentioned. Do you know the man?”

Nicodemus nodded.

“I once or twice travelled to the Jordan to hear the Baptist. On one occasion, I spoke to 

this story-teller - So! He has now joined the new prophet - the one John called the Lamb

of God!”

Joseph leaned forward.

“I have heard of that! You were there when it happened?”

Nicodemus nodded.

“I saw and heard what happened - a very extraordinary occasion. But now, the Baptist 

is dead - and perhaps this ‘Lamb of God’ is not far behind!”

Joseph blinked.

“I would have thought our Prince Herod well sated with the blood of the Baptist - now 

you tell me he has his eyes on this gentle man!”

Nicodemus gazed at him steadily.

“He is a gentle man, isn’t he? I found it so when I spoke to him.”

“You spoke to him?”

“A discrete conversation - out of the public gaze. He received me in a house where he 

was lodging - here in Jerusalem. We talked on many things, but his words on the 

subject of entry into the kingdom of God remain with me - he so much emphasised 

them. 

‘Unless a man is born again he cannot enter into the kingdom’.

I questioned him:

‘How can a grown man go back into his mother’s womb?’

He answered:

‘Nicodemus, you are a man well respected and honoured in the Council, but you can’t 



tell the difference between what is spiritual and what is of the flesh? In order to enter 

into the kingdom of God, you must be born again of water and of the spirit.’

He emphasised the point again - It seems to be a cardinal point of his teaching.”

Joseph hesitated.

“Do you accept his teaching - is there a basis for it?”

Nicodemus’ response was slow in coming.

“If all they about him say is true, he is a man sent by God - in which case, we reject his 

teaching at our spiritual peril.”

There was another long pause, which Joseph broke.

“He seems to have made an impression on you - and on the wife of Chuza from all 

accounts. She’s reported to have left her husband to follow this man and minister to 

those who come to him. I believe Rebecca has been influenced by her, that’s the 

reason why she ran away!”

“I’m sorry to hear that she’s run away - so, you are in pursuit of her - and you haven’t 

found her, so you’ve come to Jerusalem?”

Joseph responded dejectedly.

“Not directly, I spent yesterday and part of today, searching the side roads leading from 

Samaria to Jerusalem - even detouring to Arimathea in the hope that she had run there.

 Those with her laid many false trails - I doubt if Rebecca could be so cunning! I’ve 

come to Jerusalem in the hope of finding her here - but I have no idea where to start.”

“Jerusalem is a large city. Consider this, if Joanna is with her, she might be lodged with 

friends of this Galilean. I have no doubt he has many followers here. I saw the crowds 

who gathered around him when he taught in the Temple. He seems quite fearless and 

the people like that. Some were even murmuring that this was the promised Messiah, 

who would re-establish the throne of David the king! Dangerous talk! Especially with 

Roman ears pricked wide open to catch any hint of sedition. Our new Messiah had 

better watch what he says, otherwise the Romans will solve our problems for us!”



The old man rose to his feet.

“I must leave you to consider your options to find your sister. I wish you well, Joseph - 

and look forward to greeting you on the Council when next we meet in a few days.”

There was another polite exchange - of farewells this time. When Joseph was alone 

once more, he reflected on the visit. Nicodemus hadn’t come to the point of explaining 

his request for ‘an audience’ - which led to the inevitable conclusion that there had been

no point - other than a fishing expedition! Perhaps, only time would reveal why. He 

would have thought Nicodemus to be an unlikely candidate to be swayed by either the 

dead Baptist - or the new ‘Messiah’. Nicodemus had the reputation of being a staid 

scholar and unlikely to be swept off his feet in a surge of excitement. By no means was 

he cut from the same cloth as Caiaphas and Annas, both of whom were rigid 

conservatives and intent on maintaining the undoubted privileges of the religious rulers. 

He could understand them becoming concerned with the advent of someone who was

about to be acclaimed as the Messiah - or even a new king, in the mould of the 

redoubtable David.

He had dismissed the servant, he wanted to be alone to consider his next move with 

regard to Rebecca. He couldn’t be sure that she had come to Jerusalem - she was not 

in Arimathea, but it was always possible that she had doubled back to Caesarea, and 

for this reason, he had divided his forces, sending Saul and Eli there, with the 

instructions that they should come to Jerusalem, with or without her. He had continued 

with Lucian, Tachius and Marcellus. The Centurion had excused himself to report to 

the Antonia. Momentarily, Joseph wondered if Pilate was in residence. He very much

doubted it, since it was well known that the Procurator preferred Caesarea and only set 

foot in Jerusalem when he was obliged to do so. Marcellus was under a cloud, rumours 

concerning the way he had received his wound had circulated in Tiberius before they 

had left. There had been the death of another Roman - although whether an officer or 

not, wasn’t made clear.



There was no doubt Marcellus would be required to provide some answers - but this 

didn’t entirely explain his hostile attitude towards the new prophet - or for that matter, 

the frosty relationship between himself and Lucian, who had often enthused about his 

new friend in the Legions, but their relationship could hardly be described as close.

Lucian! Joseph stirred restlessly. The whole situation with Rebecca had been stirred up 

by Lucian! Surely the man understood the impossibility of a union with Rebecca? 

Apparently, he did not! Or, if he did, he was displaying a stubborn rejection of the fact, 

which revealed a side of his nature which made Joseph cautious when it came to 

cementing a business relationship! He had felt obligated to invite Lucian and his old 

mentor to stay in the house with him. It would have been too obvious a gesture to do 

otherwise and thereby consign them to one of the city’s inns. He had no doubt that the

busy spies employed by Caiaphas and the Sanhedrin, would have reported the fact, 

that he, a leader of the Jews, was entertaining Gentiles under his roof. It was 

something to which he would strongly respond, if and when he was challenged! He had 

little time for Caiaphas, Annas and the rest of the self-righteous conservatives, whose 

vanities led them to believe that they controlled the destiny of the Jewish nation.

The destiny of the Jewish nation! What was that! To remain under the heel of the 

Roman invader - or to rid themselves of the Roman yoke? To attempt such an action, 

would invite disaster - the Legions would march down from Antioch and destroy the rebe

llious province - perhaps to such a degree that it would never recover. Jerusalem 

would be besieged and destroyed, gutted by fire - not a stone left one upon another - 

and there was no good romantically suggesting that it would never be allowed by their 

God - for history showed that they had not been spared the depredations of the 

Babylonians, the Assyrians, or the Seleucids in the time of the Maccabees. It was a 

situation which could not be allowed to develop, but he knew there was a fierce 

undercurrent flowing through the people, which found its expression in the Zealots - or 

the fervour to follow a new prophet - or dare they suggest it - the Promised One, the 



Messiah! For this reason, Jesus was dangerous, whether he spoke gentle words of 

peace or not. There was no denying the reports that he possessed incredible powers, 

and this would surely be enough to incite the people into a proclamation, where he 

would be seized by force and elevated to the kingship! He was on his way to 

Jerusalem! Heading slowly but unmistakably south from Samaria - riding to meet his 

destiny - and the people were waiting!

Joseph got to his feet and paced up and down in agitation. Rebecca was caught up in 

the middle of it! The foolish girl had allowed herself to become involved in something 

she couldn’t understand. Unless she was rescued, she would be caught up in the 

consequences, and there would be nothing he could do to help her - for this reason, 

immediate action was essential! Lucian hovered in the doorway, watching his friend’s 

restless pacing. He had half a mind to retreat, but Joseph saw him.

“Come in Lucian!”

Lucian walked slowly forward and accepted the wine cup offered to him. He waited for 

his host to speak.

“This business with Rebecca is extremely serious!”

Lucian leaned forward.

“You’ve had news of her?”

Joseph shook his head.

“I don’t think you realise how serious the situation is, Lucian. To run away is one thing - 

but to put herself in the company of known agitators, is quite another. She must be 

found - and separated from them - by force if necessary!”

Lucian’s heart started to thump uncomfortably. He nodded 

“I couldn’t agree more - but surely, no one in their right mind could accuse her of being 

an agitator?”

Joseph turned abruptly.

“There’s no reason left with people who think their authority is threatened, however 



unfounded the accusation might be. Pilate won’t give consideration to Rebecca, as 

being my sister, if he finds her involved with sedition! On the contrary, she will be 

treated in the same way as the others, and we’ll all be involved and will be pleading our 

innocence to the ears of those who don’t wish to hear!”

Lucian pleaded.

“All she’s done is run away from you - and from me!”

Joseph responded savagely.

“She immediately ran to the camp of those regarded as agitators! From there, she’s 

gone to earth - One must presume, in the company of other agitators! Pilate will not be 

concerned with her motives, her actions will be weighed - and condemned!”

Lucian protested.

“I think you under-estimate Pilate.”

“I think you speak from the viewpoint of a Roman - I speak from the viewpoint of a Jew -

 the member of a subjected race!”

They glowered at each other. Joseph continued softly.

“There, I suggest, is the crux of the problem involving marriage between a Roman and a

Jew! You will see events from two different angles - you will always want to make 

allowances for your fellow-countrymen - and Rebecca will only see from the viewpoint 

of history - from the experience of subjection and humiliation!”

Lucian hesitated for a moment.

“I think you exaggerate.”

“Perhaps, but I don’t forget  who came to Jerusalem recently, and the fact that Pilate 

attempted to arrest them, and when they resisted, their blood flowed and mingled with 

their sacrifice on the altar. I will remind you - this was no historical incident, it happened 

here, in this city, in our time - and Pilate was the instigator!”

Lucian rose to his feet and placed his wine cup down carefully.

“It would appear that you do not favour a union between your sister and myself!”



It was a direct challenge. Joseph eyed him steadily and then nodded.

“I see insurmountable difficulties! I could not, in all conscience, encourage such a union 

 I will remind you of something else, Rebecca has responded to you with her feet! She 

fled my house within hours of your proposal. I suggest that you reconsider your 

position.”

Lucian responded stiffly.

“Perhaps, there are many things I must reconsider!”

Joseph nodded.

“Perhaps, we would both be wise to reassess our options, Lucian.”

Joseph sighed as Lucian blundered out of the room. It was regrettable - but also 

inevitable. The introduction of a marriage proposal into their business relationship, was 

a disaster from which it couldn’t survive. It was a  pity, he would have liked to have 

dealt with Lucian, there had been much of mutual advantage to be gained.

Lucian returned to his room and fought down the impulse to immediately leave Joseph’s

house. He sat on the edge of his bed and allowed himself to cool down. The statement 

of views had been a long time in gestation, but he had always known it to be a 

possibility - he ought not to have been surprised by Joseph’s attitude. He was even 

more determined to win Rebecca, despite - or perhaps, because of - the fact that he 

was no longer a potential trading partner to her brother. It gave him a certain independe

nce, he no longer had the threat of a rupture hanging over him - the rupture had taken 

place!

Rebecca had to be found! He shared Joseph’s apprehension about the company she 

was keeping. The debate within him resolved around one issue - would he seek to find 

her in company with Joseph - and his undoubted resources - or should he act 

independently. He reminded himself, he had resources, he had the resource of being a 

Roman citizen, who could request help from the Procurator. He was personally known 

to Pilate. He was rich enough to offer substantial bribes for information. Someone had 



to know where she was. Someone would have seen her coming or going from where sh

e was hiding - money was a great lever to open people’s memories!

There was another asset - Marcellus. Lucian couldn’t understand his obvious antipathy 

for the new prophet, but it could be worked to Rebecca’s advantage. The Centurion 

would seize upon any opportunity to put an accusation before his superiors - and what 

better could there be that Rebecca was being held a hostage by known agitators, who - 

it so happened - were the followers of the man Marcellus despised! Lucian made up 

his mind! He would act independently! He would rely upon his wealth and influence 

with Pilate to negate any consequences Rebecca might have earned by her foolhardy 

action. He decided to leave Joseph’s house early on the next day. He found Tachius’ 

room and roused the old man from his slumbers. He was greeted with a frosty glare.

“You’ve woken me from my first sleep - by the gods, man! The night is for sleeping, not 

disturbing a man from his well-earned rest!”

Lucian smiled in innocence.

“You were sleeping? The hour is young! Why waste the night sleeping - there was a 

time when you got me drunk until dawn and when we gamed with your cronies while 

Septimus slept - you’re getting old, Tachius!”

The old man swung his feet to the floor and draped himself in his bedding.

“It’s cold! As I remember, as part of your education, I got you drunk one night and tried 

to show you the error of gaming in that condition. As I also remember, you vomited all 

over the floor and took to your bed for a day!”

Lucian responded silkily.

“We each have our own version of the events! I didn’t come to talk about past sins - 

I’ve come to talk about Rebecca.”

The old man growled.

“Why am I surprised!?”

Lucian wasn’t daunted.



“Tomorrow - we start searching for her - without the aid of Joseph - he can do as he  ple

ases!”

Tachius stared at him.

“I detect a division.”

“You detect correctly - it seems I’m not fit for his sister!”

“I could have told you that - in fact, I recollect doing so!”

“Our business relationship is at an end.”

“Should I congratulate you - or call you a stupid, lovesick young fool, who’s allowed a 

woman to shatter what could have been a shrewd investment!?”

“Whatever you please! The relationship is ended - and that leaves me a free agent as 

far as Rebecca is concerned.”

“It also leaves our forces divided - and duplicating the effort of finding her.”

“I intend to go to Pilate - which is something Joseph will never do! I intend to suggest to 

Marcellus that she’s being held against her will by agitators connected to the new 

prophet.”

“Dangerous - especially with a man like Marcellus. I’ve known many men like him in the 

Legions, but rarely one so ruthlessly dedicated to exterminating one man. He’s also 

very shrewd and will see through your little ploy without any difficulty!”

“It remains to be seen! We leave at first light - get some sleep!”


